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1. Dynamic Warm up 
(Each movement 2x & 
stretch)
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2. Ladders Warm up (2x 
each technique-cones 
10 yards from ladder

2. Ladders and Agility 
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ladder 20 yards apart)
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2. Ladders with the Ball 
(If you don’t have 
multiple balls you can 
still do parts of it-do the 
parts you can still do)

3. GK Core Strength 
Warm Up (3x sets of 5-
10 each activity)
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3. GK Training Individual 
& Small Group Full 
Session (This is a full 
session with all the 
activities so follow the 
guidelines that were 
given before for all the 
different activities)

4. GK Catching and 
Reaction Warm up (2x 
set of 8-10 throws)

4. GK Combination 
Training with Pass 
Distribution (4x sets of 5-
2 diving right 2 diving 
left)
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5. GK Diving and 
Footwork (3x sets of 5 if 
you only have one ball 
set up 5 cones or 
markers and dive on 
one ball at different 
angles)

5. GK Combination 
Training with Throwing 
Distribution (4x sets of 5-
2 diving right 2 diving 
left)
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•On the core strength 
vary the position of the 
ball on the first activity 
to challenge yourself 
more
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•Make sure you are 
working both sides Left 
and right, on all 
activities
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•Be creative on 
activities that require 2 
players if you are alone, 
do what you can do by 
yourself
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